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This weekend we’re launching a study of what is easily the most foundational book in the Bible as well as the 
most controversial - the book of Genesis.  Its uncompromised declarations were intended to help us define life 
and live it to the fullest.  But sadly, they’re often seen as barriers to human fulfillment, making them the target 
of unrelenting attacks. 
   
The bulk of Genesis doesn’t invite such impassioned opposition.  It consists largely of stories; specifically, the 
stories of a small minority of ancient men and women who struggled to follow God in a world where most 
considered that course a fools’ errand.  And since most still consider following God a fool’s errand, the stories 
of those who did so long ago generally invite yawning indifference!  Most people give more thought to the 
latest developments in the lives of celebrities than they’ll ever give to Abraham’s developing faith. 
 
But Genesis’ brief, opening lines are another matter!  They’re never greeted with indifference - or neutrality!  
They’re either embraced by faith and anticipation or rejected with scorn and anger.  And for good reason! 
  
1. The Bible’s opening lines declare a world view most in the world don’t want to view!  
 
Because their assertions challenge human arrogance and self-determination. They unapologetically assume 
God’s existence, assert His sovereignty, and acknowledge Him as judge of all things. They portray a universe 
carefully designed, created, and sustained by God’s wisdom, power, and love - rather than one that’s an 
accidental product of impersonal, unthinking forces. They declare God’s perfect design and unchanging 
intentions for every aspect of human existence, including human origin, meaning, value, equality, knowledge, 
spirituality, gender, marriage, sexuality, community, and environmental stewardship.  In short, 
 
2. Genesis’ opening lines declare we’re not alone and we’re not in charge!  
 
In so doing, they effectively ghetto slap human arrogance. They’re never met with neutrality because they 
allow no room for neutrality!  They demand a decision - either believe them or reject them!  And those who 
choose the latter seem to intuitively understand that reality!  That’s why they passionately deny and seek to 
discredit Genesis’ opening lines. 
 
As we launch our study, I’m titling our series “Living Out of Eden”.  Because that’s exactly where we are.  And 
that’s exactly what we’re doing!  So, the recognition of that reality and all its implications is essential.  After 
all… 
 
3. You can’t live an abundant life out of Eden until you understand what it means to be out of Eden!  
 
Until you understand this current world is not the world God intended.  One day it will be, but this isn’t that 
day.  That’s why following Him is more like a demanding marathon than a walk in the park; a marathon that 
demands devotion, discernment, courage, and untiring faith and hope. 
 
As we begin our journey, I’m titling this first message… 
 
Title: The Bible’s First Sermon 



Back in the 90s Karen and I were privileged to minister to our Alliance outreach team serving the people of 
Colombia, South America.  At the time, that nation was in the throes of a violent struggle between rebel forces 
frustrated by government corruption and government forces fearful of anarchy.  It would eventually claim 
over 240,000 lives and displace over five million. 
 
Since the region where we were meeting often saw rebel activity - and had been the site of a gun battle just 
days earlier - the team rented a conference center across the road from a military base. There, Karen and I 
stayed in a small, A-frame hut. On one end the triangular area above the top of the wall was entirely glass.  
And it was there I unexpectedly heard from God regarding Genesis’ opening lines! 
 
One morning I was awakened by a loud, incessant taping on that glass.  When it persisted, I stood on a chair to 
see what was going on.  I found myself face-to-face with one of the most spectacularly colored birds I’d ever 
seen.  And one of the most frustrated!  Evidently, he saw the beams that ran across our room’s open ceiling as 
a prime nesting area. So, he kept flying toward them, only to run headlong into the glass.  Undeterred - and 
unaware of what was hindering him - he kept flapping his wings feverishly, his beak tapping the glass as his 
body slid up and down the window’s surface.  He eventually stopped and just sat there. I could almost hear 
him thinking, “?Que esta pasando?!” What’s goin’ on?!” Then he tried again.  Finally, after another 15 minutes 
he resigned himself to failure and left. 
 
In that moment God’s Spirit said, “That’s a picture of a life that doesn’t recognize the reality of God,” because  
  
4. A life that doesn’t recognize the reality of God is one of constant effort but continuing frustration.  
 
It wears you out, but the things your heart longs for continually elude you.  But it doesn’t have to be that way!  
  
That’s what Moses was attempting to convey when he first uttered Genesis’ opening lines to a weary, 
desperate audience. Let me explain. 
 
To understand a biblical book, you have to know something of its initial audience and their situation.  And the 
original audience for Moses’ words was going through an experience much like that Colombian bird. They 
were working hard but getting nowhere. Frustration was their constant companion. 
  
They were the descendants of Abraham, a man who’d received great promises from God. But those promises 
seemed like a cruel hoax.  They were enslaved in Egypt, the victims of an unjust empire.  Day after 
dehumanizing day they rose early to work late.  And there was nothing in it for them!  Their sweat produced 
no equity. Their lot was to build the infrastructure of their oppressors - oversized monuments to the oversized 
arrogance of Pharaoh and Egypt. Hope had essentially died. Dreams were a luxury they couldn’t afford. And 
every day was the same!  
  
And that’s when God spoke through His prophet Moses.  But oddly enough He didn’t open with assurances of 
a better future!  He opened by reminding them of a far-off past. He didn’t announce what he was about to do 
- bring Egypt to its knees, set them free, lead them to a land of their own, and institute divine reparations 
sufficient to bankroll their future.  No, He began by reminding them of what He had already done.  He began 
with the words, “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.” 
  
To grasp the impact of those words you must recognize Genesis was a sermon before it was a book!  It opened 
as it did because… 
 
5. The knowledge of God’s existence and sovereignty is the starting point of hope!   



If God doesn’t exist, if we’re alone in an impersonal universe, if no one greater than us is watching, if no one 
wiser than us is at work, if no one more powerful than us is engaged, if the outcomes of human history hinge 
on the track record of a human family with a very checkered past rather than a good and wise Creator then 
there’s only one conclusion to be drawn: life is a bad joke - and death is the punchline.  And hope is little more 
than the wishful thinking of people in denial. But… 
  
6. If a God who predates the world made both us and the world there is hope for the world and for us. 
 
Moses’ sermon opened with “In the beginning God created…” because God knew… 
 
7. We won’t hope for better until we have a better understanding of God, and we won’t begin the 
journey out of our limitations until we know an unlimited God is with us. 
 
A God big enough to create the heavens and the earth. That’s why, as we begin this series, I want to remind 
you… 
 
8. Genesis isn’t first and foremost a scientific rebuttal to those who prefer to embrace unbelief; it’s a 
message of hope to those who desire to escape despair. 
 
Those who feel enslaved by their past, their pains, their circumstances, their relationships, their memories, 
their addictions, the expectations of others, the deeds of others, the failures of others, and the injustices of 
society. 
 
9. Scripture’s first sermon presented a God of power to a people who felt powerless. 
 
Once you see that, you’ll recognize Moses didn’t remind his countrymen “We are not alone, and we are not in 
charge!” to humble them.  They’d already been humbled!  He did so to encourage them! 
   
Scripture’s initial sermon doesn’t begin with an in-your-face argument. Nor does it begin with a weak-kneed 
apology.  It begins with a matter-of-fact affirmation.  The affirmation of a God bigger than your 
disappointments and more powerful than your pains.  That’s why He’s mentioned by name 32 times in the 
space of 31 verses. If we count the pronouns that refer to Him, He’s referenced 43 times! That’s why Satan 
and fallen humanity attack its every line.  
  
10. Man-centered arrogance will always seek to discredit a God-centered revelation. 
 
Because it feels threatened.  But the ears of faith will hear the earliest announcement of hope.  Because if we 
aren’t alone and we aren’t in charge, we don’t have to settle for the same old same old - a hollow life that 
disappoints us at every turn and mocks our deepest desires. We don’t have to run headlong into the window 
again and again, never breaking through to what’s on the other side. We don’t have to spend our lives in 
Egypt. 
 
If you’ve been beaten up and beaten down remember, “You’re not alone, and you’re not in charge.”  If you’ve 
despaired of ever tasting joy, remember you’re not alone, and you’re not in charge.  If you feel like the 
wounds are too deep and too infected to ever heal, remember you’re not alone, and you’re not in charge. A 
big God was here long before you and he desires to be for you! 
 
Those who contend the Bible’s first sermon is nothing more than a foolish myth “myth” its point entirely and 
make themselves fools!  Its opening lines were intended to remind us… 



 
11. When hope has come to an end there is a God who specializes in creative beginnings. 
 

And what He did long ago He’d love to do for you! 
 


